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I. Match the foliowing: (7x0.s=3.s)

a Probability 1. T*o outcomes

b Upper limit ol'r' g Rejecting Ho when it is true

c Normal Curve .3, Asymmetry of the distribution

d Skew ness 4, Non Negative

e. Coeffrcient of Variation i. + 1

f Type- I Error [. Relative measure ofdispersion

g Binomial variable 7. Bell shaped Curve

Il. Fitl up the blaniis:

1. In tossing 3 fair coins the probability ofgetting 2 heads is

(6 X 0.s :4.0)

2. Expanded form ofRBD

3. The difference between upper and lorver limit ofa class is called

4 Set of all possible out come ofthe experiment is known as

5. In2X 2 contingency table the degree of freedom for Chi square is

6. lf A and B are independent. then P(A U B; -

.7. The longer tail of the positively skewed curve lies towards

8 Parameters olNormal distribution is

In. Stat.'IRI-lFl or F,lrI-SE : (5 X u.5 =2.5)

l) Total ar ea under normal curve is nror e than one

2) Mean is based on all the values in the daLa.

3) If C V.is less, it is more consistent..

4) The second central moment is variance..

5) Mean ofa binomial distributio,r is 20 for P - % then the standard independent

BA



fV. Define the following" (10 x I =r0)

(2) Probability Mass function
4) Median (5) Geometric Mean

(8) Kurtosis (9) Sample (10) Critical Region

(10x2=20)

(4 X s=20)

(2x10=20)

(1) Coefficient of variation
3) Correlation Coefll cie nt

(6) Parameter 7) Moments

V. Write shon notes on (ANY TEN)

L Write properties of Arithmetic lviean

2. Write the two merits and demerits of Arithmetic mean'

J. Skew ness.

4. Test of indePendence

5 Write the difference between mean deviatton and standard deviation

o One tailed and two tailed test

7. What are the assumptions rnade in the binomial distribution

8. What is a least square technique?

9. Write the function olp.oisson distribution and mention the utilitv

10. Brief the types of correlation with suitable example

1L Write any four properties ofregression coefficient

12. Distinguish between parameter and statistrc

\rI Write short essays on ANI FSIIB of the following

I Normal dr stributron
2. Chi square test and its utilitY

3. Rank Correlation and coeffrcient of concordance

4. One sample test and two sample test

5. Different Measure of DisPersion

6. One way and two waY anova

VII. Write essays on ANY TWO

I Different TYPes of SanPling
2. Normai IJ I stribuiion

3. Different measures of Central Tendency


